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Skills for Life Writing Examination Report: Level 1 

This report is based on candidate performance on one version of the Skills for Life Writing Level 1 tests 
in 2008/9. 
 
The report is intended as an aid to teachers and colleges in preparing candidates for future Cambridge 
ESOL Skills for Life Writing tests.  It includes a number of sample candidate answers accompanied by 
examiner comments. 
 
 
Test 087 

The four tasks in this test were an email to friends recommending a film, a letter to a college principal 
about how to be more environmentally friendly, an article about school leaving age and a leaflet 
offering advice about buying computers.  
 
There were 36 marks available on the paper: 9 for Task 1, 12 for Task 2 and 15 for Task 3. The 
breakdown of marks available for each assessment focus (Text, Sentence and Word) is shown below. 
 

 Text Sentence Word Total 

Task 1 3  6  0  9 

Task 2 6  3  3  12 
Task 
3a&b 

6  6  3  15 

Total 15  15  6  36 
 
Scores were highest for Word focus and lowest for Sentence focus. Overall, candidates performed 
best in Tasks 1 and 2. There was little difference in performance between Task 3a and Task 3b, 
although it was noted that the candidates who chose the Task 3a option were able to transfer their own 
experience of leaving school to a British school-leaving-age context.  
 
 
 
Task 1 Recommending a film 
 
The most successful answers in this task were the most succinct and gave roughly equal attention to 
each part of the prompt.  A minority of candidates wrote considerably in excess of the required number 
of words in describing what the film was about and some lost focus as a consequence of this.  
Occasionally this resulted in a loss of marks due to lack of reference to the second or third bullet 
points: which part of the film they particularly enjoyed and why they thought their friends should see it.  
There were very few instances of an inappropriate opening and closing for this type of email.  
 
The past simple or present simple tenses were generally successfully used when describing the 
sequence of events in the film with appropriate use of linkers and time phrases.  Cleft constructions 
were also sometimes successfully used by stronger candidates in responding to the first and second 
bullet points: ‘This was because…’, ‘The reason they…was because…’ and ‘The part of the film I 
particularly enjoyed was when…’.  Use of modals with clauses of reason were generally successfully 
employed when explaining why friends should see the film. 
  
Lexical accuracy is not assessed in email tasks and marks that would otherwise be available for Word 
are allocated to Sentence focus.  
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Task 2  Making a college greener 
 
This task was dealt with satisfactorily by the majority of candidates. Generally, progression of argument 
and paragraphing was good with sufficient examples incorporated within an opening statement, a main 
paragraph for each content point and a concluding recommendation.  However, candidates who did not 
read the input text carefully often omitted reference to the embedded third content point, ‘Is there 
anything else the college can do to help the environment?’ and lost marks accordingly.  Another 
weakness in some candidates’ letters was that discussion was sometimes repetitive when focusing on 
recycling and turning off energy sources and appliances.  
 
Generally good use was made of modal forms in responding to all three content points with 
subordinating clauses of reason and/or conditional forms with ‘if/whenever’. Pronoun reference was 
sometimes inaccurate – it was then not clear whether the discussion was about what students could do 
or what the college should do to protect the environment more.  

Recycling vocabulary had generally been appropriately learnt and was accurately used in responding 
to this aspect of the task.  Mastery of phrasal verbs such as ‘switch on’, ‘turn off’ and ‘leave on’ were 
also evident in responding to the first content point, though the correct spelling of energy-saving light 
bulbs proved somewhat daunting. 

 
 
Task 3a School leaving age  
 
This was a more open-ended task, requiring input of the candidates’ own ideas and opinions. 
 
Generally this task was found to be more demanding but one in which stronger students excelled with 
good opening and closing statements, clear organisation of ideas and appropriate paragraphing.  
Stronger candidates sometimes made use of rhetorical questions in the opening paragraph or 
introduced the article with a suitable title.  Although it was not a formal requirement to refer to all three 
age levels, the most successful attempts at task generally debated the pros and cons of each exit 
point, working systematically through them. 
 
Frequent and appropriate use was made of (complex) conditional forms when debating suitable exit 
points from school education:  ‘If students leave school at the age of 14, they won’t be able to / have 
the opportunity to…’. And, in expressing and justifying opinions, structures such as ‘My opinion is 
that…’, ‘I think that…’, …because when…’ were used with sufficient accuracy. 
 
An appropriate range of vocabulary relating to educational opportunity, employability, physical and 
emotional maturity and facilities in schools was used. Collocation was mainly accurate:  ‘go to 
university’, ‘get a good job’, ‘not mature enough’ and ‘money is not everything’.    
 
 
Task 3b Buying a home computer 
 
This was a guided task which was dealt with effectively by the majority of candidates. 
 
This question fell within the realm of experience of most of the candidates attempting it, so, for most of 
them, it was simply a matter of organising the ideas that were already to hand.  This was the more 
popular of the Task 3 options.  Stronger candidates made use of a title for the leaflet and of headings 
for each section and rounded off by wishing readers good luck in making an appropriate purchase.  
Weaker candidates tended not to use headed sections and/or to write with lack of suitable expansion.  
The tone used by most candidates was appropriately persuasive.  The most successful attempts at 
task generally debated the answers to each of the three questions asked, working systematically 
through them. 
 
Appropriate use of modals, conditional structures and clauses of reason and result were generally 
required for this task and the majority of candidates demonstrated sufficient accuracy in these aspects. 
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This task elicited a typical range of vocabulary relating to computer purchase with appropriate use 
made of some technical terms.  However, this did not always impress the reader in cases where the 
jargon used was not easily comprehensible. 

 
 
Recommendations for Candidate Preparation 

All Cambridge ESOL Skills for Life tests are based on the Adult ESOL Core Curriculum and cover all 
the Basic Skills Standards in each mode at each level.  Therefore, by following the Adult ESOL Core 
Curriculum, teachers will be preparing their students for the tests.  Candidates will benefit from being 
reminded of the following Dos and Don'ts: 
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Do 
 

 complete all the tasks in the paper 
 
 make use of the guidelines which tell you how much to write and how much time to spend on 

each task 
 

 make sure that your handwriting is clear and easy to read 
 
 read the task instructions carefully and check that you have done what the instructions say 
 
 think carefully about your relationship to the intended audience and your reason for writing 

 
 write in sentences where you are asked to do so 

 
 make use of appropriate opening and closing formulae (such as Dear Fatima and Yours 

sincerely) in notes and messages 
 

 spend time planning your answers 
 

 spend time checking your answers for accurate spelling and grammar. 
 

 
Don’t 
 

 worry if you run out of space: your Centre will provide extra paper which will be marked in the 
normal way 

 
 write a full, rough copy of your answer: just write a few notes to plan your answer 

 
 write in pencil 

 
 spend too long on one answer. 

 
 
Sample Scripts 

Sample scripts are provided for each task in the question paper.  Please note that it is not possible to 
reproduce the candidate answers in the original handwriting, and so any references in the 
commentaries to quality of handwriting will not be reflected in the samples provided. 



Level 1 (Test 087) Sample Scripts and Commentaries 

Level 1 Script A  
 
Task 1         (About 10 minutes) 
 

You recently saw a film that you thought was very good and you decide to recommend the film to  
some friends. 
 
Write an email to your friends. In your email say: 
 

 what the film is about 
 which part of the film you particularly enjoyed 
 why you think your friends should see it. 

 
Write about 80 words.  
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Hi Maria, 
 
How are you? I hope everything well with you. I went to cinema last wiek, I watched 
Emma Thomsen’s last film, which is “Sense and Senseblity”. It was great. I know you 
are romantic and you will like this film so  much, I don’t want to tell you but the film 
finaly, really perfect and sensebl by Emma Thomsen. Two sisters, three brothers and 
love.Sometimes echother, but sometimes. Please don’t cry when you watch this film. 
 
See you. Bay. 
 
Neurat 
 

Film to see Subject: 



Level 1 Script A Task 1 

Commentary Band Mark 

Text 
focus 

Second content point about which part of the film the 
candidate particularly enjoyed is not addressed. Third 
point is implicit.   

1  1  

Sentence 
focus 

Some impeding errors and limited range. Some 
sentences lack any verb at all. 

1  2  

Word 
focus 

Not assessed in this task
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Level 1 (Test 087) Sample Scripts and Commentaries 

Level 1 Script B 
 
Task 1         (About 10 minutes) 
 

You recently saw a film that you thought was very good and you decide to recommend the film to  
some friends. 
 
Write an email to your friends. In your email say: 
 

 what the film is about 
 which part of the film you particularly enjoyed 
 why you think your friends should see it. 

 
Write about 80 words. 

 

Film to see Subject: 

 
Hello You guys! I’ve seen brilliant movie last night. It’s latest Mel Gibsons movie called “Apocalypto” and it 

showes the fall of Mayan empire. It’s a great adventure, action movie but I personaly loved its historical side; 

great Mayan temples, their way of life (Mayan way of life), and brutal sacrifices that were made for always 

unsatisfied gods. 

As I wrote before it’s a great movie with lots of breath taking scenes, beautiful music and marvelous photage, 

and that is why you should all see it. 
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Level 1 Script B Task 1 

Commentary Band Mark 

Text 
focus 

Good realisation of task and the bullet points are cleverly 
linked. Register is appropriate to purpose. 

3  3  

Sentence 
focus 

Despite some initial errors, there is a wide range of 
structures with good control and complex sentences.  

3  5  

Word 
focus 

Not assessed in this task
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Level 1 Script C 
 
Task 2         (About 25 minutes) 
        

You read this notice on your college noticeboard. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write a letter to Ms Evans, answering her questions. 
 
Write about 130 words. You do not need to write the address or the date. 

 

Dear Ms Evans. 

My name is Thomas, and I’m realy concerned about enviroment. I also have few ideas how to 

protect enviroment on our college grounds.   

First I would like to write about recycling. Here in our college we’ve got a lot of things that could be

recycled: paper and cardboards (there are a lot of these in the supply area and in the kitchen),  

batteries (we use them all around the building, and lots of them are being stored in the store 

room, but most of them are useless, because they’ve reached expiry date two months ago. We 

must never forget that they are full of dangerous fluids that are real threat to our enviroment) 

plastic bottles (huge amount of them lying in the bins or, what’s worst, on the ground). 

 

Secondly, there are few ways to protect and restore our enviroment. 

First of all we should place multi-coloured bins, each one for different products to be recycled (for 

example – white is paper, blue is plastic, yellow for foil). Bins should be located in marked place in 

front of the buildings. 

WHAT CAN OUR COLLEGE DO FOR THE ENVIRONMENT?  
 
I think everyone in the college should do more to look after the 
environment. I would like to hear what students think we could do. How 
can the college save energy? What sort of things can we recycle in the 
college? Is there anything else the college can do to help the 
environment? Please write to me answering these questions and giving 
examples of what we can do to be more environmentally friendly. 
 
Ms Evans 
College Principal 
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In addition to that we should form groups that will be responsible for recycling on specified area. 

Simply they should walk around their sector during break time and collect any items that are 

suitable for recycling and put them into correct bin. 

 

In my personal opinion I think that we should first take care about things specified above, and 

after that think of further solutions (maybe making money on stored cardboards?) 

 

Yours sincerely Thomas 

 

 

 



Level 1 Script C Task 2 

Commentary Band Mark 

Text 
focus 

Saving energy point is not covered in an otherwise very 
good realisation of task.  

3  5 

Sentence 
focus 

Despite omissions of articles, there is a wide range of 
complex structures and good use of connective devices.  

3 3 

Word 
focus 

A range of appropriate vocabulary which is used 
effectively.  

3 3 
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Level 1 Script D 
 
Task 2         (About 25 minutes) 
 

You read this notice on your college noticeboard. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write a letter to Ms Evans, answering her questions. 
 
Write about 130 words. You do not need to write the address or the date. 

WHAT CAN OUR COLLEGE DO FOR THE ENVIRONMENT?  
 
I think everyone in the college should do more to look after the 
environment. I would like to hear what students think we could do. How 
can the college save energy? What sort of things can we recycle in the 
college? Is there anything else the college can do to help the 
environment? Please write to me answering these questions and giving 
examples of what we can do to be more environmentally friendly. 
 
Ms Evans 
College Principal 

 

Hi madem, I would like tell you about our college envirnment. We should rabbish put in the bin  

don’t messy our college and also it also useful is recycling when we eat somethig we should put 

in the bin plestic bag, waters botlles, juise contanies, papes, etc. Yes madem we should very low 

voline our mP3, phone, music system because its loudness spread noise. Some people don’t 

like lould noise. We dont make a noise us classroom we should keep decipline in our college. 

When we live with the deciplne in the class rom whole college would be in decpline. It same us  

 
the energy we can use this energy more impotant other things. We should grow more plant in the 

college out sence and wandering area and also cosures of the park because green plant spread 

oxygen it must for us. Plant looking more beautiful in college area. Our college looke more 

beautiful with the plant. 

by madem 
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Level 1 Script D Task 2 

Commentary Band Mark 

Text 
focus 

Saving energy point is not covered but there is an 
attempt to address the other points. Poor organisation.  

1 2 

Sentence 
focus 

Serious lack of control and insufficient evidence of 
achievement at this level.  

0 0 

Word 
focus 

Some vocabulary appropriate to task but spelling errors 
and illegibility impede communication.  

1 1 
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Level 1 Script E 
 
Task 3a         (About 40 minutes) 
 

You read this notice in your local newspaper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write an article for the newspaper. 
 
Write about 200 words. 
 

Which is important education or age?  I think education important.  We need many educated  

people for great future.  Our goverment  should make a plan about future first of all.  Aften than 

we will learn how many doctor, enginer, teacher our country need.  Student must be redy when  

their universty time become who is going to choose usefull facility.  If they have enough  

education and experience about job.  We will have many happy worker by doctor, teacher etc. 

That is the great way.  In my opinion, we must discuss how much education and educations 

quality not age or time.  I we want to do someting in short time we must ask ourself for what?   

Some people maybe right, after age 14 don’t want to go to school.  They are forget which is they 

must think.  Why age 14 dont go to school.  If we will learn that question’s answer we can make  

future generation happy also us. 

 

School leaving age 

Recently there has been a lot of discussion about the school 
leaving age.  At the moment, young people in the UK can 
leave school when they are 16.  But many people feel the 
minimum age should go up to 18, while others think it 
should fall to 14. 

Is it a good idea to let young people leave school when 
they’re 14? Or, is 16 the right age?  Or, is it better to make 
everyone stay at school until they’re 18?  What do you think 
and why? 
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Level 1 Script E Task 3a 

Commentary Band Mark 

Text 
focus 

Some attempt at task but the argument is not clear and it 
is a possible misinterpretation of the task.  

1 1 

Sentence 
focus 

Sentence grammar is sufficiently controlled for the 
message to be communicated, though there are losses 
of clarity. A number of errors, some of which are 
impeding.  

1  2 

Word 
focus 

Limited range with basic spelling errors.  1 1 
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Level 1 Script F 
 
Task 3a          (About 40 minutes) 
 

You read this notice in your local newspaper. 
 

Write an article for the newspaper. 
 
Write about 200 words. 
 

Well, I think school leaving age is 16.  This is the right age of the leaving school because in this age 

kid become more mature.  They decide what is wrong or what is right in their life.  They know what  

is their rights.  In this age they ready for their own decisions.  They become more capable.  In 16, 

they have more freedom to live their better life and also choose their own decision.  In 16, when they 

go to college.  In 16, they choose the subject their decision and also they know what they can do 

they life in future.  In 14 age, I think id don’t become mature.  They depend on their parents; they 

don’t know what is right or wrong.  Parents makes the decision for them.  I thnk in 14 youngster 

don’t mentally prepare for their own decision.  In the other hand 18 age, I think this age again don’t 

being age of thei school because according to the UK system in 16 eveyrone becaome adults. 

They choose their own decision so why we 2 years late leave the school because life is very short. 

This 2 years in future add in our life serve thing new hights.  That why I think in age of 16 is right age 

of school leaving.  Bye. 

 

School leaving age 

Recently there has been a lot of discussion about the school 
leaving age.  At the moment, young people in the UK can 
leave school when they are 16.  But many people feel the 
minimum age should go up to 18, while others think it 
should fall to 14. 

Is it a good idea to let young people leave school when 
they’re 14? Or, is 16 the right age?  Or, is it better to make 
everyone stay at school until they’re 18?  What do you think 
and why? 
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Level 1 Script F Task 3a 

Commentary Band Mark 

Text 
focus 

Candidate has produced an argument which can be 
followed with some effort on the part of the reader.  

2  3  

Sentence 
focus 

Grammar is sufficiently controlled for the message to be 
communicated but there is some loss of clarity in places.  

1 2 

Word 
focus 

Illegibility affects judgement of spelling and impairs 
communication.  

1 1 
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Level 1 Script G 
 
Task 3b        (About 40 minutes) 
 

Your teacher gives you this note. 
 

Write the leaflet. 
 
Write about 200 words. 
 

Are you thinking about buying a new computer?  You are not absolutely sure what to choose.  You 

want to get rid of all doubts?  Read this leaflet! 

 

First of all:  size doesn’t matter.  If you’re not a traveller, and you’re only interested in a computer  

that could serve you at home buy a big one!  The good side of it is that it’s cheaper then a normal 

laptop with the same specifications.  To be onest – it’s much more cheaper.  Another good thing  

about it is that you can replace any part of it without any problem.  Simply go to the shop, buy  

yourself a new graphics card and install it with a help of a friend or a instruction manual.  Laptop, on  

the other hand, is not so comfortable.  You have to take it to a special computer service point and 

wait a while if you want to change any internal part of it.  And it costs a lot of money too!  But if you’re  

a traveller and you like to keep in touch with the world even when you’re in the middle of Siberia, 

a laptop is your perfect choice! 

 

Thank you 

Students in the college often ask me for advice about 
buying a home computer.  They ask questions like:  
should I get a big desktop computer or a small laptop?  
What programs should I get?  Is security a problem?  I 
would like to give them some written information. 

Could you write a leaflet for students who know very 
little about computers?  The leaflet should give advice 
about the most important things someone needs to 
think about before buying a computer. 
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Secondly:  the only programs that you should get at the beginning are:  Windows operating 

system (it’s always included so don’t worry too much), office package (all programs like Word,  

Excel and Access) and security package (firewall – an application that secures access to your  

computer from the internet, what in simple way means that you won’t get any viruses, bugs and any  

other dangerous net entities. 

Antivirus – that lets you scout your harddrives in seconds for any bugs that could get through your 

firewall). 

Those one most important things that you should think about when buying a new computer. 

Enjoy! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Level 1 Script G Task 3b 

Commentary Band Mark 

Text 
focus 

Good realisation of task with all three points clearly 
developed. Good organisation in leaflet format.  

3  6 

Sentence 
focus 

Consistent ability to construct complex sentences with 
minimal errors.  

3 6 

Word 
focus 

A wide range of appropriate vocabulary, correctly spelt. 
Good awareness of collocation. 

3 3 
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Level 1 Script H 
 
Task 3b (About 40 minutes) 
 

Your teacher gives you this note. 
 

Write the leaflet. 
 
Write about 200 words. 
 

Do you want to buy a new computer?  Don’t worry, follow my tips and you can get the bet suitable 

for you.  The first step to follow before buying a computer is asking to yourself, why you need a  

computer and what do you want to do with this machine.  On the market we have a lot of different  

machines for different users.  If you want to buy a computer because you want to play videogames  

you have to know that you will spend a lot of money because this kind of machine are the most  

expensive on the market.  When you want to play a videogame on a PC you need, first of all, a good  

graphic chip because your PC must do a lot of mathematics operations to move the caracters on 

the screen.  For the same reason you also need a powerful processor and a lot of memory.  If you  

need a PC to work you can buy a chaper one, because you use a lot of simple applications.  The  

most important think to remember is to buy a PC with a big hard drive because if you need to store 

a lot of documents you need a lot of space in your hard drive.  You can also write your documents 

on a DVD because all the PC’s have one of this devices installed.  The only problem is that you have  

to remember where you store your DVD.  There are a lot of kinds of comptuers on the market 

Students in the college often ask me for advice about 
buying a home computer.  They ask questions like:  
should I get a big desktop computer or a small laptop?  
What programs should I get?  Is security a problem?  I 
would like to give them some written information. 

Could you write a leaflet for students who know very 
little about computers?  The leaflet should give advice 
about the most important things someone needs to 
think about before buying a computer. 

Thank you 
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ready for you.  The only think you need to find now is the money to buy one of them. 
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Level 1 Script H Task 3b 

Commentary Band Mark 

Text 
focus 

Points addressed with a possible misunderstanding of 
‘security’. Argument is well developed despite lack of 
paragraphing.  

2 4 

Sentence 
focus 

Generally consistent control with some non-impeding 
errors.  

2 4 

Word 
focus 

An impressive range of appropriate vocabulary despite 
occasional spelling errors. 

3 3 
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